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Abstract: Little information is available about the physical fitness of opera singers. The aim of
this study is to measure cardiac engagement during rehearsals and to test both cardiovascular
fitness and body composition in a group of opera singers. Thirty-two opera singers (17 female and
15 male) were enrolled for the assessment of body composition by bio impedance, of cardiovascular
fitness by submaximal exercise test on a cycle ergometer and the physical effort during singing.
Anthropometric parameters showed an overweight condition mainly due to an increase in fat mass.
Watts reached during the cycle ergometer test were below the normal range for the general population.
During rehearsals, singers have reached 95% of the maximum heart rate. Nowadays, opera singers
show low levels of physical fitness, but singing is an activity that requires a high heart effort. Therefore,
it is recommended to involve such professionals in a gradual and individualized physical training
program in order to avoid fatigue during performances and achieve a better singing performance.
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1. Introduction

In 2008, the New York Times published an article entitled “Singing and Fitness” [1]. This article
hypothesized an indirect role of the effects of singing, especially lyrical, on the cardiovascular,
pulmonary and hormonal systems. In particular, lyrical singers seem to have some kind of protection
against body weight accumulation because the physical stresses caused by their activity promote a
strengthening of the chest cavity muscles, a greater pulmonary capacity, better cardiac functionality and
an increase in leptin hormone secretion. This article states that even if it has not yet been demonstrated,
singing in an opera requires great physical effort due to the continuous moving onstage, sometimes
even with heavy costumes. Consequently, being in a good physical condition helps to achieve a better
performance by avoiding physical and mental fatigue [1].

The other side of the same coin is knowing the performance, having information about the physical
effort required, in order to plan a correct training program. However, to date, the cardiovascular effort
to which opera singers are subjected during rehearsals is not yet known and cardiac activity during
singing has been monitored only in two studies [2,3]. In particular, in these studies heart activity was
associated only with breathing, of which the main outcome was heart rate variability and the aim of
these studies was to verify how singing promotes a better state of wellbeing.

In addition, nowadays, the literature has only partially investigated the parameters of physical
fitness related to health in this particular population. Therefore, the question posed by the article in
the New York Times, “is singing exercise?”, is still unanswered. To test the level of opera singers’
training, many studies have used respiratory functionality tests. The results are not conclusive, but
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they show a slight prevalence of higher expiratory functionality in singers when compared to reference
values for the general population [4]. When respiratory functionality tests are considered in the context
of cardiorespiratory fitness, a study performed on marathon runners compared the same expiratory
functionality parameters with the general population without reporting any significant differences;
therefore, these assessments appear to provide only inconclusive information [5].

A recent preliminary study of Ksinopoulou et al. [6] reports for the first time the parameters of
cardiovascular fitness in opera singers. An incremental cycle ergometer test was performed: the results
for maximum oxygen consumption showed parameters lower than the normal range for the general
population matched for age and sex. However, to the authors’ knowledge, this is the only study that
has studied the cardiovascular fitness of this population.

Another important parameter of physical fitness related to health is body composition. Currently,
studies on body composition values in opera singers have not yet been carried out; usually studies on
this population report only a description of the sample with anthropometric parameters such as height
and weight, without any description of the different body compartment.

Since there are currently no published papers on the physical fitness of opera singers, the aim of
this study is to report, for the first time, the cardiorespiratory and body composition parameters of an
international level group of singers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

Thirty-two opera singers (17 female and 15 male) were enrolled during three consecutive
international musical masterclasses from 2015 to 2017 held by Corso d’ Opera in Montepulciano (Italy).
The singers were from Italy, Ukraine, Korea, the United States and Russia and were professional singers.

All participants provided written consent. The approval of the Human Research and Ethics
Committee of the University of Florence was obtained. The study is in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.

2.2. Procedures

2.2.1. Body Composition Analysis

The study of body composition attempts to separate and quantify body weight or mass into its
basic components. Methodology used for the assessment of body composition was performed by the
integration of anthropometry and bioelectrical impedance of the whole body analysis [7].

Anthropometry parameters were weight, height and Body Mass Index (BMI, kg/m2). In addition,
waist circumference was taken with a non-extendable metric tape, flexible and accurate (Holtain
Limited, 1.5 m Flexible Tape) [8].

Whole-body bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is an analysis of the resistance generated in
soft tissues as an opposition to the flow of an injected alternate current and it is measured by skin
electrodes at the hand and foot level (BIA 101 Sport Edition, Akern, Florence, Italy). Resistance (RZ, Ω)
is the opposition to the flow of an injected alternating current, at any current frequency, through intra-
and extracellular ionic solutions, while reactance (XC, Ω) is the dielectric or capacitive component of
cell membranes and organelles, and tissue interfaces: therefore, changes in impedance measurements
reflect changes in hydration and cell mass. Phase Angle (PA; in degrees) is the ratio between RZ and
XC and represents the relationship between intra- and extracellular volumes. In addition, starting from
RZ and XC parameters we estimate the following body compartments parameters: fat free mass (FFM
in kg/m), body cellular mass (BCM in kg/m), fat mass (FM in kg/m), total body water (TBW in L/m)
and extracellular water (ECW, % TBW) [9].
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2.2.2. Cardiorespiratory Fitness

The evaluation of cardiovascular fitness was carried out with a submaximal test by a cycle
ergometer, while the evaluation of respiratory functionality was made by spirometry.

Each subject performed an incremental submaximal test on the cycle ergometer. Before starting the
test, the heart rate corresponding to 75% of the predicted maximum was checked for each subject [10].
After wearing a heart rate monitor (Zephyr Technology, Annapolis, MD, USA), the subject started
pedalling with a resistance of 20 watts at the baseline, maintaining a pedalling frequency of 50–60 rpm.
Then, after every minute, the pedalling load was increased of 20 watts: the test terminated when the
heart rate achieved the previously calculated value (75% of the predicted maximum). This test was
repeated three times with two minutes of recovery time between each set in order to also evaluate the
ability to recover from physical effort. Moreover, this parameter is useful for understanding the level
of fitness. The duration (seconds) and the distance traveled (meters) was recorded for each test [11].

The tests of respiratory functionality were performed by a portable spirometer (Med Graphics,
CPX Express) to achieve a forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1), a forced vital capacity (FVC),
mean forced expiratory flow (FEF) during the middle half of the FVC (FEF 25–75%) and the percentage
of FEV1/FVC. The best of at least two tests, reproducible to within 5%, was accepted. The spirometry
was repeated at least three times or until duplicate values were obtained which agreed within 5 percent,
and the best reproducible values of FEV1 (percentage predicted) and FVC (percentage predicted) were
used in the analysis [12]. The FEF 25–75% accepted was obtained from the single test with the greatest
sum of FEV and FVC. Values gained from the tests of pulmonary functionality were reported as a
percentage of the predicted value. The predicted values of Miller (1986) were used [13].

2.2.3. Physical Effort during Singing

During a dress rehearsal, the physical effort of opera singers was assessed. Before starting the
rehearsals, each singer put on a heart rate monitor (Zephyr Technology, Annapolis, MD, USA) at the
chest level that was taken off at the first break. The data on a monitored performance lasting 10 minutes
were downloaded. The maximum heart rate (HR max), the maximum respiratory rate (RR max) and
the maximum body temperature (BT max) were analyzed.

2.2.4. Theory/Calculation

Data are expressed as mean and standard deviation. The body composition values were compared
for age and sex of the general population [14]. To test the level of fatigue of opera singers between
the three tests at the cycle ergometer an ANOVA test was performed. In addition, cardiovascular
fitness data were compared between males and females with the two-tailed Student’s t-test to evaluate
if the performances of the two genders were different [13]. The respiratory functionality tests were
compared with the reference values for age and sex. In order to verify the presence of a significant
difference of opera singers compared to the predicted values, a paired sample Student’s t-test was
performed. The parameters of maximum heart rate, maximum respiratory rate and maximum body
temperature detected during the singing dress rehearsal were compared with reference to the standard
physiological parameters.

3. Results

The results on body composition are shown in Table 1. Body composition parameters also show
a group with good cellular hydration and health but with an increased fat mass compartment (FM:
Female = 20.8 ± 4.4; Male = 11.8 ± 3.2 kg/m).
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Table 1. Anthropometrics and body composition parameters of opera singers enrolled.

Female Normal Range Male Normal Range

Age (yrs) 28.1 ± 4.6 34.1 ± 6.2

Height (cm) 166.5 ± 6.3 177.3 ± 6.7

Weight (kg) 69.4 ± 16.1 86.3 ± 6.1

BMI (kg/m2) 25.1 ± 6.4 18.5–25 28.8 ± 3.2 18.5–25

Waist c. (cm) 84.5 ± 11.4 < 88 95.8 ± 13.8 < 102

RZ (Ω) 555.2 ± 96.7 432.9 ± 27.2

XC (Ω) 60.8 ± 8.3 54.7 ± 8.8

PA (◦) 6.3 ± 0.7 5.8–7.4 7.3 ± 1.1 6.7–8.3

FFM (kg/m) 30.8 ± 3.6 23–28 39.2 ± 2.5 28–35

TBW (L/m) 22.5 ± 2.7 15–22 28.8 ± 2.9 18–26

ECW (%) 44.4 ± 3.1 39–45 40.8 ± 3.9 38–44

BCM (kg/m) 17.1 ± 2.9 10–17 23.2 ± 1.9 14–21

FM (kg/m) 20.8 ± 4.4 7–14 11.8 ± 3.2 4–9

Legend: BMI = Body Mass Index; Waist c. = waist circumference; RZ = resistance of flow injected by bioimpedance
analyzer; XC = reactance of flow injected by bioimpedance analyzer; PA = phase angle; FFM = fat-free mass;
TBW = total body water; ECW = extracellular water; BCM = body cellular mass; FM = fat mass.

The parameters on cardiovascular fitness recorded on cycle ergometer test show better results in
females than males. These parameters with higher results in females were maximum power achieved
at the cycle ergometer at 75% of maximum heart rate (Female = 61.3 ± 19.3; Male = 48.9 ± 17.1 watts,
p < 0.05), the distance covered (Female = 1029.3 ± 300.2 m; Male = 838.2 ± 405.7 m; p < 0.05) and the
duration (Female = 180.3 ± 72.8; Male = 145.4 ± 72.1 sec; p < 0.05). The ANOVA test shows that both
the second and third test record statistically lower values than the first test in both genders (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Results of cardiovascular fitness expressed as distance covered and time required during an
incremental cycle ergometer test. * statistical difference (ANOVA test) of the distance covered during
the three set of cycle ergometer test. # statistical difference (ANOVA test) of the duration during the
three set performed on the cycle ergometer test.
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Table 2 shows the respiratory functionality results. Both males and females showed normal
parameters, without significant differences compared to the values predicted for age and sex.

Table 2. Comparison of respiratory function tests of sample with predicted values.

Female Predict P value Male Predict P value

FVC (L) 3.9 ± 0.9 4.0 NS 4.7 ± 0.7 5.1 NS

FEV1 (L/sec) 3.3 ± 0.6 3.4 NS 4.1 ± 0.7 4.4 NS

FEV1/FVC (%) 85.1 ± 10.6 84.7 NS 86.8 ± 5.4 82.4 NS

FEF25/75 (L/sec) 3.8 ± 1.3 3.6 NS 4.4 ± 1.3 4.3 NS

Legend: FVC = forced vital capacity; FEV1 = forced expiratory volume in one second; FEV1/FVC = ratio
Tiffeneau–Pinelli index; FEF25/75 = mean forced expiratory flow during the middle half of the FVC; FEF Max = the
maximum instantaneous flow achieved during a FVC maneuver.

The results of the singing dress rehearsal evaluation are shown in Table 3. All three parameters
analyzed showed an increase compared to the physiological values at rest. However, the heart rate
increased about 80% compared to the resting values, while the respiratory rate and body temperature
showed a lower increase, about 24% and 2.5% respectively.

Table 3. Results of heart rate, respiration rate and body temperature recorded for 10 minutes of an
opera singing test. These results were compared with the normal values at rest.

Female Values at rest Male Values at rest

HR max (bpm) 180.0 ± 8.3 60–100 178.0 ± 13.3 60–100

RR max (bpm) 19.8 ± 3.5 12–16 19.2 ± 4.0 12–16

T max (◦) 37.9 ± 0.2 37 37.9 ± 0.1 37

Legend: HR max = maximum heart rate; RR max = maximum respiratory rate; BT max = maximum body temperature.

4. Discussion

Currently, little information is available about the physical effort required during opera singing
and the consequent fitness parameters of opera singers. Our sample involved people who had been
professional opera singers for more than five years and, therefore, the parameters of physical fitness
related to health should be considered stable. The results of the present study on cardiovascular fitness
confirmed the preliminary data gained by Ksinopoulou et al. [6] and those obtained on respiratory
functionality are in accordance with the literature [15]. However, the present study reported for the
first time the body composition parameters of opera singers, both female and male, and their physical
effort during singing.

The sample showed anthropometric parameters at the upper limit of the normal range. The analysis
of body composition by bioelectrical parameters (in particular the phase angle), despite a high fat
mass, reported good cellular health, also confirmed by good cell mass and correct compartmental
distribution of body water.

A central (or upper body) pattern of fat distribution is negatively associated with airway function,
while increases in body muscular mass result in linear increases for all spirometric variables in healthy
persons [16]. The waist circumference and fat-free mass are in the normal range, therefore the results
of the spirometric tests can be associated with good functionality. In particular, these results are not
different to those predicted for a sample of the general population matched for age and sex.

In order to verify cardiovascular fitness, we assessed the ability to perform a physical activity
up to a moderate intensity, as well as the ability to recover from physical effort and then to repeat
it. The amount of time needed to reach 75% of the maximum heart rate was 3 minutes for females
and 2 minutes and 25 seconds for males. It is therefore clear that opera singers show a low level of
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cardiovascular fitness, since the maximum watts achieved during an incremental test on the cycle
ergometer were lower than the predicted values [17]. Another indicator of a low level of fitness is the
difficulty in recovering from an effort and then repeating it; both the second and third tests on the cycle
ergometer showed significantly lower values than the first one.

As a result, it may be assumed that singing does not involve a significant heart effort; however,
heart rate is the parameter that increases the most during the 10 minutes of monitoring carried out
during the dress rehearsal, achieving 95% of the maximum predicted for age and sex. Respiration
rate and body temperature increased moderately. The hypothalamus, which is our brain thermostat,
regulates the body temperature at 37 ◦C with the possibility of adjustments of ± 1 ◦C [18]. Considering
that during the performance singers are on a stage with spotlights and heavy clothes, the increase
of 1 ◦C should be considered reasonable. A respiratory rate between 12–16 breaths per minute is
considered a resting value [19]. Opera singing has particularly long expiratory phases; it is therefore
reasonable to record the respiratory frequencies slightly above the resting values. Therefore, if the
results for BT max and RR max can be considered as expected values, the HR max values recorded in
rehearsals lead us to conclude that there is a high heart effort for opera singers. Females show better
results in both body composition parameters and cardiovascular fitness tests. The sample investigated
features a lower age for females than for males, however, the age range is within early adulthood.
Therefore, the difference in the aforementioned parameters seems more correlated to lifestyle, such as
diet and physical activity performed.

Considering the results for cardiovascular fitness and HR max recorded during the rehearsals, we
can state that aerobic training seems both necessary for increasing the level of fitness in opera singers
and is functional to the activity they usually perform.

Aerobic exercise, such as walking, jogging, cycling and aerobic gym courses, seems the best
training for developing heart-lung strength and endurance. In order to achieve aerobic fitness it is
necessary to perform enjoyable exercise and practice training continuously for 30 to 50 minutes, three
to five times per week, at 60% to 80% of your maximum heart rate, as suggested by the guidelines of
the American College of Sports Medicine [20].

In order to improve physical fitness, the guidelines also recommend including resistance
training [21]. Muscular conditioning is an important component in maximizing health but a correct
technique in all exercises should be carefully followed in order to avoid bothersome neck or shoulder
tension [22]. A resistance training program should be focused on the number of repetitions and not on
the amount of weight lifted. At the beginning of a resistance training program, weights should be
lifted for one session of 10–15 repetitions. Each exercise session should train eight muscle groups two
to three times a week [20].

During a long performance, physical fatigue may occur, defined as peripheral, which can firstly
present as gasps after having sung using a microphone. The perseverance of peripheral fatigue
can lead to central fatigue, with a consequent loss of decision-making ability and readiness, thus
compromising the performance definitively [23]. To avoid this, it is necessary to achieve and maintain
good physical fitness, which enables the singer to deal with the high cardiovascular effort required for
opera performances.

The present study shows some strengths. Firstly, nowadays it is the only study evaluating cardiac
engagement during a rehearsal of opera singers; moreover, assessments were made to establish the
level of physical fitness, including body composition. Secondly, the number of subjects who have
undergone the assessments is in line with current studies. Finally, the homogeneity of the sample is an
advantage; indeed, all the subjects performed singing regularly at an international level.

On the other hand, a limitation of the study is the use of a submaximal test to evaluate
cardiorespiratory fitness. However, this was chosen to ensure the safety of the singers, as the
study was not carried out in a clinical setting because the evaluation was not for health reasons.
In addition, the sample is composed of singers of different races, which could limit the generalization
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of the results; however, this allowed us to obtain this sample size with such homogeneity with respect
to the international level of performance.

The results obtained entail new directions of study in this field. The first one could be to verify
the effectiveness, in terms of singing performance, of an exercise program for this specific population.
Subsequently, it is possible to check whether any improvements are more sensitive to training in
muscle strength or aerobic endurance.

5. Conclusions

The combination of vigorous singing with intense physical recitation requires good physical
fitness. In addition, roles that are more active require additional energy and motor skills. Since singers
act in different types of productions, often physical charm is also required. Nowadays, the public and
producers demand singers who are similar to the characters they perform, thus, it is difficult for an
overweight actor to get the role of Butterfly. Having good physical fitness has become a key element
for a successful career as an opera singer.
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